Apparent heterozygote deficiencies observed in DNA typing data and their implications in forensic applications.
Restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP) analysis using the Southern blot technique can be used to recognize copy number variation of variable number of tandem repeats (VNTR) of conserved core sequences at several regions of the human genome. This new class of polymorphisms reveals a high degree of genetic variation, useful for individual identification purposes. Criticisms against forensic applications of such DNA typing data include the limitation of employing Hardy-Weinberg expectation of genotype frequencies, since several surveys indicate apparent deficiency of heterozygosity (or excess homozygosity) in comparison with Hardy-Weinberg expectations. This research postulates an alternative explanation of deficiency of apparent heterozygosity which is caused by the inability to detect extremely small-sized alleles (called 'non-detectable' alleles) due to the sensitivity of Southern gel electrophoresis. We show that the presence of 'non-detectable' alleles can produce pseudo-homozygosity and their frequencies can be predicted from the observed proportional heterozygote deficiency. Furthermore, in the covert presence of such 'non-detectable' alleles, we show that the gene-count method provides over-estimates of allele frequencies in the sample population, and hence the Hardy-Weinberg predictions of genotype frequencies avoid wrongful bias against suspects in forensic applications of DNA typing data. Applications of this theory to population data on six VNTR loci in US Caucasians and US Blacks suggest that the presence of 'non-detectable' alleles could be the major cause of apparent heterozygote deficiency, and the current approaches of predicting the population frequency of specific DNA phenotypes are practically free of the possible wrongful bias in courtroom applications of DNA typing data.